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ScienceDirect
Recent models of cognition suggest that the brain may

implement predictive processing, in which top-down

expectations constrain incoming sensory data. In this

perspective, expectations are updated (error minimization)

only if sensory data sufficiently deviate from these

expectations (prediction error). Although originally applied to

perception, predictive processing is thought to generally

characterize cognitive architecture, including the social

cognitive processes involved in ideological thinking. Scaling

up these simple computational principles to the social sphere

outlines a path by which group members may adopt shared

ideologies and beliefs to predict behavior and cooperate with

each other. Because ideological judgments are of specific

interest to others in our political groups, we may increasingly

regulate each other’s thinking, sharing the process of error

minimization. In this paper, we outline how this process of

shared error minimization may lead to shared ideologies and

beliefs that allow group members to predict and cooperate

with each other, and how, as a consequence, political

polarization and extremism may result.
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Introduction
For some time, cognitive scientists have suggested that

we do not see the world as it is, but rather, interpret reality

in a way that meets our needs (e.g. [1]). Because repre-

senting the complex perceptual landscape around us

requires metabolically expensive cognitive architecture,

perceptual representation must find an adaptive balance

between accuracy and efficacy. Along these lines, predic-

tive processing provides a computational framework for a

neurally-plausible hierarchical architecture that achieves

this balance. From this approach, increasingly superordi-

nate layers of a neural network constrain perceptual

processing to be consistent with increasingly abstract

models or beliefs about the causal structure of the world

[2��,3,4]. At the same time, error resulting from these

constraints directs action and learning to converge on

more accurate and pragmatic models. While originally

applied to perception, predictive processing is meant to

extend up the cognitive hierarchy, including to social

cognitive processes [5]. However, operating within the

social world produces a unique paradox, as cooperating

with strangers requires us to predict their likely actions, in

many cases without prior knowledge of what they are like.

To this end, social living requires that strangers adopt

common conventions and convictions that can be used to

organize their interactions, allowing them to both predict

and be predicted by others. The emergence of such

abstract beliefs and conventions may be modeled as

mutually constraining error minimization processes that

produce shared schemas and goals (e.g. stereotypes, social

norms), which constrain interpretations of ambiguous

social and political events in a manner that supports

cooperation (e.g. [6]). At the highest level, ideologies

or worldviews may structure and direct social life via this

process by creating rules by which people should live.

Thus, while perceptual models anticipate the structure of

the physical world, ideologies may both prescribe and be

prescribed by cultural schemas that support cooperation

for outcomes of mutual interest [7].

In this paper, we seek to integrate levels of analysis to

understand the role of ideological processes within a

contemporary computational framework. As such, our

goal is not to replace related theories in social psychology
www.sciencedirect.com
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that inform ideological reasoning (and bias) [8–10,11��,
12,13]; rather, we attempt to situate principles of these theo-

ries within a computational framework. Specifically, we focus

on articulating how the same data-reducing cognitive archi-

tecture that directs low-level perception and motor actions

may be scaled up to describe ideological reasoning and bias.

Along these lines, we outline howextant work in the field may

be integrated into an understanding of ideology and ideologi-

cal bias as a product of shared minimization of prediction

errors. To this end, we first review how error minimization

constrains learning of causal models of the physical world that

structure and direct perception and action. Second, we exam-

ine how this error minimization may extend to the socio-

cognitive domain to develop and update ideologies, or higher-

order models of the sociopolitical world, which structure and

direct social life. In particular, we discuss how, by these

computations alone, social error minimization may lead to

shared ideologies and beliefs and allow group members to

predict and cooperate with each other. Further, we explore

how perceptual biases that are a byproduct of these cognitive

heuristics may similarly extend to the sociocognitive domain,

leading to ideological bias, polarization, and extremism.

Basics of predictive processing and active
inference
Before bridging levels of analysis to apply principles of

the predictive processing framework to understanding

ideological thought, we first review the basic mechanisms

of this framework. Central to the predictive processing

framework is the idea that perception is the integration of

top-down expectations and bottom-up sensory data repre-

senting violations of those expectations [3,14]. Specifi-

cally, this framework suggests that perception and action

rely on hierarchically organized neural systems with

reciprocal connections between each layer of the net-

work. Higher layers of the network provide increasingly

general models that predict incoming sensory data in

lower layers. Lower layers in turn send feedback to higher

levels about how well the predictions match the input,

only propagating up sensory information that fails to be

predicted by top-down expectations [15]. From this per-

spective, the brain is constantly predicting the incoming

flow of sensory data, forming expectations of what the

perceiver should observe in the world. These predictions

form the crux of what we see, unless the incoming sensory

information provides sufficiently reliable error signals

indicating that the predictions are inaccurate. If the

sensory signals provide enough reliable prediction errors,

these error signals will propagate up the hierarchy to

affect what we perceive. Critically, this will only happen

if alternate theories that explain the surprising sensory

data can be formed, even if the perceiver did not origi-

nally expect these theories to be true [2��]. Stated simply,
unless there is sufficient evidence that what we expected to be true
is not actually true, we experience the world as in line with the
predictions of our internal model. The relative weighting of

these prediction errors is governed by their precision, or
www.sciencedirect.com 
uncertainty [5]. Sensory prediction errors with greater

precision (less uncertainty) are given higher weight,

and are thus more likely to influence the resulting per-

cept. Signals with lower precision are instead down

weighted, and in these instances, expectations are more

likely to drive perception. Importantly, precision is not

simply an objective measure of the reliability of sensory

data, but may be affected by individual differences,

contexts, or motivational factors such as one’s confidence

in the attainability of relevant goals [16–21].

Within the predictive processing framework, through

these bidirectional connections between neural layers,

cognitive systems are driven to minimize free energy,

conceptualized as the global mismatch between internal

representations of the world and the actual sensory data

received from the world, such that we adopt representa-

tions that most reliably align with sensory data we receive

[2��,22]. Thus, low free energy within the system suggests

that the top-down expectations provide a good match to

the bottom-up sensory information, whereas high free

energy likely indicates that expectations are failing to

accurately predict the sensory data. Critically, however,

the system aims to minimize prediction errors over the

long-term and not just in any one situation: while drasti-

cally changing one’s world model to account for surprising

information might decrease prediction errors within the

current context, this would result in a sharp increase in

prediction errors in other contexts, and thus an undesir-

able increase in overall free energy. Prediction error

minimization therefore needs to be understood as a global

process that aims to keep the abstract whole of the

generative model consistent in spite of environmental

fluctuations. For this reason, incoming prediction errors

rarely propagate all the way to the top of the hierarchy and

are instead accommodated at lower levels of the model. If

a model specifies some set of expectations about the

world, violation to a small subset of those expectations

will not result in a revision of the entire model — they will

more often be accommodated by more moderate revision

of more intermediate rungs of the hierarchy or be ignored

completely (e.g. [23]). For example, deformations in the

physical features of an object (e.g. painting an apple gold)

will not immediately lead to updating one’s representa-

tion of the object’s identity (e.g. ‘This is a gold apple’).

This property of generative models becomes especially

relevant when dealing with extremely abstract, compre-

hensive models such as ideologies.

In addition to the relatively passive process of updating

perceptual models to reflect the underlying structure of

the world, agents also have the option of changing the

environment to reflect their perceptual models. Active

inference, an extension of the predictive processing

framework, accounts for this by suggesting that in addi-

tion to perceptual inference, error is further reduced

through action, specifically through inferring (and
Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 2020, 34:192–198
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applying) actions that selectively sample the environment

to produce information that matches our expectations

[24]. This can be as simple as orienting attention toward

(or away from) environmental (ir)regularities to selec-

tively approach (or avoid) situations and experiences that

are expected to (mis)match one’s expectations [25].

Actions that reduce error in this way have the function

of structuring the environment to be more predictable

under the current model, reducing the demand on per-

ceptual models to accommodate errors that the agent does

not need to learn. Along these lines, perception and action

work together such that we actively alter our environment

to better match our present expectations (and meet our

goals) at the same time as we learn how the world resists

our attempts to reduce error in our present beliefs. In this

way, error minimization that includes active inference is

not driven solely by accuracy motives, but by pragmatic

concerns [26,27]. Specifically, within active inference, we

represent the world according to a model that minimizes

prediction error not just through its accuracy to the world,

but through its ability to facilitate actions that make the

world predictable (and produce desirable outcomes).

In summary, because higher-level predictions constrain

lower-level sensory processing, perceivers see the world

according to how well it fits with their existing model of

reality (e.g. [28]). Specifically, sensory information from

lower levels of the hierarchy is only propagated upwards if

it fails to be explained by top-down expectations from

higher-level models, which then learn from these errors to

update predictions for the future. In essence, this pro-

vides a processing advantage by leveraging the forest to

see the trees [2��,29]. Critically, under this perceptual model,
we do not see the world as it is, but rather the world that most
makes sense of our sensory experiences in a way that most
accurately predicts and pragmatically directs our future
experiences. For this reason, such a global error minimiza-

tion may lead to perceptual illusions or blindspots in

which error in processing any single feature will be

ignored if doing so makes the most sense of the percept

as a whole. Thus, through these bidirectional connections

between hierarchically organized neural layers, cognitive

systems can dynamically learn about, predict, and struc-

ture the physical environment.

Ideology in predictive processing and active
inference
To the extent that motivated behavior can be described

through the principle of global error minimization, coor-

dinated social living presents a challenge. On its own, the

formation of cooperative and often complex groups is a

major way in which humans construct more predictable

environments for ourselves, bringing the inherent pre-

carity of the natural world more and more into our control

[30��]. However, successful cooperation requires that

group members accurately predict each other’s behaviors,

and people are themselves complex entities with their
Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 2020, 34:192–198 
own potentially hidden motivations, goals, and desires.

To solve this computational challenge, political systems

may have arisen to restrict the possibility space of group

living through a shared understanding of duties, rights,

and responsibilities [31,32]. These systems not only dic-

tate our expectations for social life and human behavior,

but also allow the group to work from a shared set of

assumptions about what beliefs and behaviors are accept-

able and valued. In predictive processing terms, ideology

is the hierarchical generative model specifying a set of

predictions about the world and other people that facil-

itates group cooperation when shared with other mem-

bers of the group. Although any particular set of rules and

regulations may be arbitrary, and different groups of

people can choose to set these rules in different ways,

having a shared system that all members of a group adhere

to reduces the variance in group members’ thoughts and

behaviors, rendering the social world more predictable

[see Ref. 33�]. In doing so, ideologies have likely provided

the social minimization of free energy that has allowed for

group living.

While shared free energy minimization may function to

constrain individuals’ behavior to facilitate group-based

cooperation, the processes involved in developing this

consensus may also lead to polarization and extremism

[1]. In particular, ideologies can bias the way people see

the world, shaping their interpretations of relevant infor-

mation such that two individuals with differing ideologies

may draw opposite conclusions from the same data.

People are likely to interpret such information as consis-

tent with their ideologies, discounting disconfirming evi-

dence in favor of reaffirming their existing beliefs [34–40].

Within a predictive processing perspective, these findings

that initially come across as willful ignorance may follow

directly from the way in which the brain optimizes the

process of integrating expectation with sensation.

Because ideologies function as sets of shared expectations

that constrain the processing of sensory information,

principles of predictive processing can be leveraged to

understand why people do not update their ideological

beliefs when faced with disconfirming information. First,

predictive processing suggests that error alone does not

guarantee that predictions will be updated. Rather, error

must be sufficiently reliable and must present a suffi-

ciently large deviation from prior beliefs to be incorpo-

rated into the model [5]. Failing this, expectations will

dominate one’s experience of the world, essentially ren-

dering one blind to disconfirming evidence. Thus, some-

one may be presented with a great deal of disconfirming

evidence that appears highly reliable to an outsider, but

may nevertheless deem it unreliable due to its source [41]

(e.g. a climate change denier ascribes low reliability to

information from climate scientists, since they do not

trust mainstream science). Along these lines, differential

access to reliable information has been shown to account
www.sciencedirect.com
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for apparent biases (e.g. overconfidence, [42,43]). Second,

even in cases where there is sufficient reliable disconfirm-

ing evidence, recall that error must be minimized globally,
across the entire system. In some cases, it may be better to

allow for persistent prediction error in one domain in

order to protect the rest of the model from significant

disruption [44,45]. This is particularly complicated in the

domain of ideological thought by the shared nature of

ideology: in order to maintain the error-minimizing ben-

efits of a shared narrative, individuals may need to sacri-

fice the accuracy of their beliefs in one domain in order to

function harmoniously within the group’s narrative

[11��,33�,37,46,47].

If updating lower-level beliefs about ideologically rele-

vant domains is rare, global ideological change is even

rarer [48]. This can be partly understood as a logical

consequence of the mechanisms described above, as it

is difficult to accumulate enough evidence against any of

the beliefs comprising one’s ideology. Moreover, because

generative models are hierarchical and ideologies are

superordinate within that hierarchy, errors generally do

not get propagated far enough up the hierarchy to result in

a total revision of the ideology, as they may be better

accounted for earlier on. In other words, local belief

change may be sufficient for accommodating error with-

out the need to revise the entire belief system (e.g. it is

sufficient for a climate change denier to infer that climate

scientists are untrustworthy, rather than updating their

ideology as a whole). Additionally, because error must be

minimized globally throughout the entire model, the

extent to which an ideological model can be revised is

kept in check by the need to avoid producing more error

in domains where the ideology is relevant. Ideologies (e.g.

social dominance orientation [49]) constrain expectations

across a large number of experiential domains (e.g. the

hierarchical structure of the family, the workplace, and

society as a whole), so although error within a single

domain may be reduced by adopting an entirely different

ideology, doing so would disrupt the rest of the system

and render chaotic all of the domains previously kept

predictable by one’s ideology. For these reasons, this

framework makes the prediction that people will rarely

make significant updates to their ideologies unless pro-

vided with a viable alternative that will minimize error as

well as or better than the one they had before.

In the examples above, we have discussed how predictive

processing mechanisms can contribute to biases in how

people encode ideological information. Yet as noted

previously, people can also minimize free energy through

mechanisms of active inference, selectively attending to

information and entering environments that are likely to

support their underlying model of social behavior [e.g.

50]. As such, in social and political domains, one can

minimize prediction error by selecting environments

where people believe the same things and act in
www.sciencedirect.com 
predictable ways, and selecting information sources that

do not challenge one’s preconceptions. For example,

people are likely to seek out news sources that echo their

existing ideological beliefs and frame facts in a way that

does not threaten their worldview [51–53]. This is also

exemplified in the formation of echo chambers in which

little ideological disagreement is enacted or allowed, as

selectively associating with others who share your world-

view ensures that you are better able to predict their

beliefs and behaviors, minimizing the influence of pre-

diction errors on global beliefs [54,55] Further, individu-

als within an echo chamber will aim to act in highly

predictable ways that ensure that they are not challenging

the narratives they share with others in their group

[56,57]. By taking action to ensure both that they are

predictable to others in their group and that others are

predictable to them, these shared narratives are rein-

forced and free energy is minimized. The reduction in

prediction error resulting from isolating into echo cham-

bers comes at the expense of accuracy, however, as

selectively associating with those who share one’s theo-

ries prevents the prediction errors that are necessary to

update beliefs and maintain an accurate global worldview.

These processes of socially constrained free energy min-

imization could snowball, leading to polarized models of

the world that are based on information selectively gained

from within the group (which could be artificially gener-

ated or spuriously shared, for example, partisan news,

‘fake news’ [58] and conspiracy theories [59,60�,61,62]).
These polarized models may be unable to adequately

interpret social events outside of the echo chambers

within which they were created, leading to increasing

reliance on the group as a source of information and

ideological reinforcement. Indeed, more extreme groups

may be especially structured to afford ideological rein-

forcement, becoming more homogenous [54,63�,64] and

authoritarian [12], while eschewing outside contact. The

end result of this cycle may be polarized, homogeneous

ideological groups that have little contact with ideas that

are external to the group. Indeed, this process of social

error minimization may explain the social sorting that

political scientists have observed in recent decades,

whereby social identities have become increasingly

aligned with partisan (and ideological) groups (e.g.etc

[65�,66]). In this way, society may become increasingly

fractured into isolated extremist ideologies that reduce

uncertainty in artificial, tightly controlled environments,

but are inaccurate outside of those environments.

Although these cognitive mechanisms can promote ideo-

logical stability within people and groups, there remains a

great deal of variation in the types of ideologies that

individual members of groups hold at any given time,

driven both by individual differences and contextual

factors. For example, conservatives more so than liberals

within a culture or community tend to be less open to new
Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 2020, 34:192–198
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ideas and deviant behavior and more likely to demand

adherence to social systems [67,68] with at least some of

this variance accounted for by genetics [69]. Furthermore,

the degree to which people are open to new ideas is

critically shaped by how uncertain and threatened they

feel in any given moment [70]. Predictive processing can

be leveraged to understand such differences in several

ways. First, individual differences in openness and toler-

ance may correspond to individual differences in how

cognitive systems estimate precision or the degree to

which errors will be accommodated to influence learning

and experience. Specifically, in comparison to liberals,

conservatives may be influenced by biological (e.g.

genetic) or situational (e.g. high arousal resulting in

uncertainty or threat) factors that lead to global neuro-

modulatory responses that tend to underestimate the

reliability of incoming error, decreasing the degree to

new information will update expectations so as to

‘double-down’ on prior predictions. Indeed, work in

neuroscience shows that neuromodulatory fluctuations

can change the global properties of cognitive computation

to alter the degree to which incoming information is

accommodated [71]. For example, acetylcholine shapes

the precision of bottom-up neural signals [72], while

MDMA and dopamine (D1) shape the excitability of

neurons that encode prediction errors [73]. Indeed,

potentially as a result of overestimating the strength of

predictions, individual differences in such neuromodula-

tors have been linked to clinical hallucinations and delu-

sions [74], experiences that have direct analogues to

biased ideological thought. Given this, work in computa-

tional psychology has recently begun to examine how

these parameters of global cognition are associated with

specific ideological biases [75].

At the same time, rather than general differences in how

precision is estimated, individual differences in openness

to experience between conservatives and liberals may

simply be a product of different needs and experiences

that are accommodated through error minimization. In

particular, conservatives, in comparison to liberals, may

be more sensitive to certain needs over others, such as

needs for security, purity and the preservation of tradi-

tions [76–78]. Within an active inference framework, it is

possible both conservatives and liberals may estimate

precision in similar ways yet, due to differences in moti-

vational parameters, still prioritize learning information

that addresses different needs and goals, leading to dif-

ferent models in the long run. Providing some support for

this, recent work indicates that in some domains, liberals,

rather than conservatives, are more sensitive to negative

information, tentatively suggesting that to some extent,

differences in openness to error-producing information

may reflect domain-specific priorities and knowledge

[79]. These different possibilities indicate that, although

in its infancy, applying-specific computations principles

to the processes underlying ideological thought will likely
Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 2020, 34:192–198 
lead to new predictions and competing hypotheses from

perspectives that can be disambiguated at a computa-

tional level of analysis.

Conclusions
In this paper, we placed ideological thought within the

computational framework of predictive processing. In

particular, we examine how the basic error minimizing

neural dynamics that organize lower-level perception and

motor action may scale up to shape the neural organiza-

tion of ideological representation and decision-making. In

this way, ideological reasoning and bias, like perception,

may be understood as a product of the pragmatic con-

straints of error minimization in a complex world. These

pragmatic constraints may outline a path for the develop-

ment of shared ideologies that globally structure and

direct social life. Specifically, since group members learn

from, motivate, and regulate each other’s beliefs, mutu-

ally constrained error minimization may align individual

experience and behavior with shared beliefs and schemas

that allow us to predict and cooperate with others. How-

ever, as a byproduct, particularly under conditions of

uncertainty, this mutually constrained error minimization

may produce increased polarization and extremism.

Although it is unclear at this point whether these

principles simply provide a computational account for

mechanisms already known in the literature, or whether

they provide additional mechanisms, moving to a more

computational approach to the study of political behavior

should allow for more formal tests of competing hypoth-

eses using a common language.
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